
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

  
 

 
 

GLOBAL MACRO UPDATE 

Risk markets exhibited greater volatility in September as extended 
valuation coupled with growing uncertainty in Washington triggered 
a considerable drawdown in equities.  This came despite a dovish 
U.S. Federal Reserve (Fed) solidifying very accommodative forward 
guidance in their mid-month statement. Shortly thereafter, risk 
markets began to focus on political gridlock with respect to 
additional fiscal support as well as the uncertainty of a contentious 
U.S. election.  The delay of additional policy support combined with 
rising COVID-19 cases and restrictions increased fear that we may 
enter another soft patch for economic growth in the near term.  
Credit markets weakened alongside equities, as the Fed limited their 
credit purchases and new issuance supply remained robust, creating 
some market indigestion.  High yield spreads widened 35 basis 
points (bps) over the course of September while yields rose to 
approximately 5.75%. High yield ETFs further contributed to the 
weakness in credit, as they registered significant outflows in the last 
few weeks of the month. 

 

POSITIONING UPDATE 

The Fund was flat on the month as its carry and gains from positive 
tactical positioning in 30-year U.S. government bonds were offset by 
price declines in its credit position due to widening spreads. As 
spreads widened, the Fund took the opportunity to gradually 
increase its credit exposure with a focus on higher quality securities 
of large companies with stable business profiles and safe, short-
dated, high yield bonds with much better yields than cash. 

 

 

FUND SUMMARY 

KEY FACTS 

NAV/unit (Class F) $10.23 

Management fee (Class F)  0.80% 

Performance fee 

10% of any returns (net of 
MER) above the hurdle 
rate, subject to a high-

water mark 

Hurdle rate 
Yield on FTSE Canada 

Short Term Government 
Bond Index + 1% 

Current yield 3.18% 

Average duration 2.82 years 

Liquidity  Daily 

Class F Fund Code 
CIG 4195 (C$) 

CIG 4196 (US$) 

Class A Fund Code 
CIG 2195 (C$) 

CIG 4196 (US$) 

ETF Ticker 
TSX: CMEY (C$ hedged) 
CMEY.U (US$ hedged) 

 

USE OF LEVERAGE 

Gross exposure 82.1% 

Net exposure 75.5% 

 

Source: Marret Asset Management Inc. Data is as at 
September 30, 2020.  
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CI Marret Alternative Enhanced Yield Fund (the Fund) seeks to provide income with low volatility over 
a market cycle regardless of market conditions or general market direction, by primarily investing in 
both debt instruments across the credit spectrum and cash/ cash equivalents. The Fund’s active 
management seeks to provide income while targeting low correlation to equity and traditional 
income. 
 



 

OUTLOOK 

Looking forward, it is noteworthy that market volatility has resurfaced 
despite strong monetary policy support. While the recent increase in 
COVID-19 related infections continues to weigh on sentiment, the 
more concerning driver of markets is the gridlock in Washington.  
There is growing worry that the economic recovery may stall without 
further fiscal stimulus, which would be problematic given extremely 
high debt levels across the global financial system. Election 
uncertainty will persist for many weeks to come and perhaps even 
after the election if results are too close, as U.S. President Donald 
Trump may be slow to cede power.  The recent correction in credit 
has been modest but still provided an attractive opportunity to add 
exposure to higher quality securities of large companies with stable 
business profiles given indiscriminate selling by ETFs dealing with 
large redemptions. Nonetheless, we have not yet moved to a fully 
risked position as valuations in lower tier credit are not sufficiently 
attractive to adequately protect against a stalling economy. 
Furthermore, there are scenarios where the election outcome may 
create additional uncertainty for an extended period of time, 
effectively limiting the U.S. government’s ability to provide adequate 
support to bridge the economy while awaiting a more permanent 
vaccine solution.  This outcome would most likely result in further 
market dislocation and allow for better investment opportunities than 
are currently available.  As a result, while we feel adding risk has been 
the right thing to do in the short term, we still believe it is prudent to 
maintain some optionality while navigating through the election 
process. We are prepared to add risk upon further clarity on the fiscal 
front or as valuations become increasingly compelling to better 
compensate our investors for the underlying risks in the economy at 
present time. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Source: Marret Asset Management, Bloomberg Finance L.P. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ASSET CLASS BREAKDOWN 

FUND EXPOSURE 

Issuer Country 
Gross 

Exposure* 

Canada 11.8% 

United States 83.1% 

Other 5.2% 

 

TOP FIVE HOLDINGS 

Holding Weight 

iShares iBoxx High Yield 
Corporate Bond ETF 

5.4% 

Markit CDX North America 
High Yield Index 

3.9% 

Quicken Loans LLC 5 ¾ 
05/01/25 

3.8% 

Hologic Inc. 4 3/8 10/15/25 3.2% 

Qualitytech LP 4 ¾ 11/15/25 3.2% 
 
 

*Does not include cash holdings 
Source: Marret Asset Management Inc.,  

as at September 30, 2020. 

Cash & 
equivalents

28%

Bank 
Loans

1%

High Yield 
Debt
52%

Investment 
Grade Debt

13%

Government Debt
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Equities
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
Duration: A measure of the sensitivity of the price of a fixed-income investment to a change in interest rates. Duration is expressed as 
number of years. The price of a bond with a longer duration would be expected to rise (fall) more than the price of a bond with lower 
duration when interest rates fall (rise). 
 
IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS 
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with an investment in mutual funds and 
exchange traded funds (ETFs). Please read the prospectus before investing. Important information about mutual funds and ETFs is 
contained in its respective prospectus. Mutual funds and ETFs are not guaranteed; their values change frequently and past performance 
may not be repeated. You will usually pay brokerage fees to your dealer if you purchase or sell units of an ETF on recognized Canadian 
exchanges. If the units are purchased or sold on these Canadian exchanges, investors may pay more than the current net asset value 
when buying units of the ETF and may receive less than the current net asset value when selling them. 
 
CI Liquid Alternative investment funds have the ability to invest in asset classes or use investment strategies that are not permitted for 
conventional mutual funds. The specific strategies that differentiate these investment funds from conventional fund structure include: 
increased use of derivatives for hedging and non-hedging purposes; increased ability to sell securities short; and the ability to borrow 
cash to use for investment purposes. While these strategies will be used in accordance with the investments funds' investment 
objectives and strategies, during certain market conditions they may accelerate the pace at which your investment decreases in value. 
 
Certain statements in this document are forward-looking. Forward-looking statements (“FLS”) are statements that are predictive in 
nature, depend upon or refer to future events or conditions, or that include words such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “could,” “expect,” 
“anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” or “estimate,” or other similar expressions. Statements that look forward in time or include 
anything other than historical information are subject to risks and uncertainties, and actual results, actions or events could differ 
materially from those set forth in the FLS. FLS are not guarantees of future performance and are by their nature based on numerous 
assumptions. Although the FLS contained herein are based upon what CI Investments Inc. and the portfolio manager believe to be 
reasonable assumptions, neither CI Investments Inc. nor the portfolio manager can assure that actual results will be consistent with 
these FLS. The reader is cautioned to consider the FLS carefully and not to place undue reliance on FLS. Unless required by applicable 
law, it is not undertaken, and specifically disclaimed that there is any intention or obligation to update or revise FLS, whether as a result 
of new information, future events or otherwise. 
 
This document is provided as a general source of information and should not be considered personal, legal, accounting, tax or 
investment advice, or construed as an endorsement or recommendation of any entity or security discussed. Every effort has been made 
to ensure that the material contained in this document is accurate at the time of publication. Market conditions may change which may 
impact the information contained in this document. All charts and illustrations in this document are for illustrative purposes only. They 
are not intended to predict or project investment results. Individuals should seek the advice of professionals, as appropriate, regarding 
any particular investment. Investors should consult their professional advisors prior to implementing any changes to their investment 
strategies. 
 
Certain statements contained in this communication are based in whole or in part on information provided by third parties and CI 
Investments Inc. has taken reasonable steps to ensure their accuracy. Market conditions may change which may impact the information 
contained in this document. 
 
Marret Asset Management Inc. is portfolio sub-advisor to certain funds offered and managed by CI Investments Inc. Marret Asset 
Management Inc., is a majority owned subsidiary of CI Financial Corp. and an affiliate of CI Investments Inc. 
 
Performance data is not yet available because the Fund has not been distributing securities under a simplified prospectus for at least 
12 consecutive months. 
 
CI Investments, the CI Investments design and Trusted Partner in Wealth are registered and unregistered trademarks of CI Investments 
Inc., its subsidiaries or affiliated entities. All other marks are the property of their respective owners. 
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